Video chat opens up new opportunities for learning and connection for children from birth to 3 years old. Unlike watching television or recorded videos, during video chat the person on the screen can see, hear, and react to a child in real time. Recent research on video chat with young children takes on new importance during the COVID-19 pandemic, which has upended young children’s routines and disrupted their in-person relationships with grandparents, extended family, caregivers, educators, and peers. As families and educators adjust to the pandemic, they may be wondering: Are babies and toddlers interested and engaged during video chat? Do they understand that the people and events they see on video chat are real? Can they recognize a person they meet as the same person who was “in the computer?” Can they learn new things from a person on video chat? Can video chat help young children maintain important relationships with people they don’t see frequently in person? These are the very questions that researchers continue to investigate. In this brief review, we describe the most recent video chat research with young children and provide practical tips for how to make video chat valuable and meaningful for them.

Video chat differs from other types of media exposure (e.g., television or digital games) in its content, supportive context, and focus on the individual child—what Guernsey (2012) called the “Three Cs.” In terms of content, video chat provides a unique opportunity to interact sensitively with a child through their screen, in a way similar to an in-person interaction. Different from a TV program, the content of the video chat can be tailored to each individual child, adapting specially for the child’s age, specific interests, and cognitive development (especially memory development). Finally, the context for using video chat with young children differs from using other media, in that it requires joint media engagement (Stevens & Penuel, 2010) from supportive adults (that is, shared focus on the activity of using media), whether watching with the child or talking to the child from the screen.

**The Content and the Child: Connecting and Learning With Video Chat**

Children learn, grow, and develop in the context of stable, nurturing relationships with parents, extended family, and
caregivers (National Research Council & Institute of Medicine, 2000). When grandparents, educators, and family members cannot be physically present, video chat may support young children’s relationships with important adults.

The content of video chat is fundamentally different from other kinds of video (e.g., television, streamed video, and pre-recorded videos), because video chat gives children an opportunity to interact contingently with the people they see on screen. Social contingency is the sensitive serve-and-return style of interaction often seen in high-quality in-person interactions between adults and young children, such as smiling back at one another or following the other person’s eye gaze to look where they are looking. These contingent interactions are key for developing social connections, attachment, and language (Beebe et al., 2010; Bornstein et al., 2008; Goldstein & Schwade, 2008; Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015; Myers et al., 2017; Strouse et al., 2013; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2014; Troseth et al., 2006). Even very young babies seem responsive to this contingency in video chat: In one study, 6- to 12-month-olds who played peek-a-boo with their mothers via video chat smiled just as frequently and gazed at their mothers for the same amount of time as babies who played with their mothers face-to-face (McClure et al., 2020).

Young children appear very interested in socially responsive video chat. In research studies, toddlers and preschoolers are more engaged and responsive to video chat than to video recordings (Gaudreau et al., 2020; Myers et al., 2017; Strouse et al., 2018), and they interact similarly with people on video chat and people visiting face-to-face (Myers et al., 2019). For example, when researchers read books to 4-year-olds in person, or via video chat, or had them watch a video recording of a person reading, children learned equally well across all three versions (Gaudreau et al., 2020). However, children who were read to in person and via video chat responded more to the reader’s questions than they did to the questions in the recorded videos, suggesting that children readily detected the difference between actual responsiveness and the false sociability that occurred when the person on the recording asked a question and paused for a response. In other studies with toddlers, the children sang along, played Simon Says, and imitated actions with video chat partners who were truly responsive more than children did while watching recordings of people prompting them to engage in the same activities (Myers et al., 2017; Strouse et al., 2018).

By fostering social connection, video chatting may also support learning, especially for younger children, as they may view a responsive person on screen as a potential partner for play and interaction (Nielsen et al., 2008; Strouse et al., 2018; Troseth et al., 2008). Children are especially sensitive to whether a virtual partner provides information about the world that is accurate, timely, and reliable (Koenig & Harris, 2005; Roseberry et al., 2014; Sabbagh & Baldwin, 2001; Scafffield & Behrend, 2008). In research studies, infants and toddlers learn more from videos that include socially responsive interactions than from videos that offer no opportunities for back-and-forth with the person on the screen (Myers et al., 2017; Roseberry et al., 2014; Troseth et al., 2006). Compared to watching a prerecorded video of a person, video chatting with the person can help toddlers learn to imitate new actions (Myers et al., 2017), search for and find real objects (Troseth et al., 2006), and learn new words (Roseberry et al., 2014). For example, in one study, 12- to 25-month-olds spent a week either video chatting with a researcher engaged in learning activities (teaching them new words and reading books) or watching recorded videos of the person doing the same activities (Myers et al., 2017). At the end of the week, children were tested on whether they recognized and preferred the researcher from the videos (compared to a stranger) and whether they remembered words and actions from the interactions. Although the youngest children (12–16 months old) showed no recognition, preference, or learning from either video format, children 17 months and older who had video chatted recognized the researcher from the video chat and preferred to play with them over a stranger. They learned more from the book reading activity from the video chat than children who watched the pre-recorded videos, and the oldest children (22- to 25-month-olds) also learned more new words.

These findings highlight the importance of the cognitive development of very young children, a key element of the child component of the “Three C’s” framework (Guernsey, 2012). Children under 5 years have been shown to experience a transfer deficit: a difficulty in transferring or carrying over information from a screen to the real world. When solving a problem, they do not use information they learned from a screen as well as they use information learned from a face-to-face interaction (Barr, 2010, 2019; Kirkorian, 2018; Strouse & Samson, 2020). For example, infants learned to push a virtual button on a fire truck displayed on a touchscreen to trigger a siren sound, but many did not transfer this skill when they played with the actual fire truck toy (Zack et al., 2009). Toddlers did not recognize themselves on a TV screen and notice a sticker that had been placed on their hair for a full year after they recognized themselves (wearing a sticker) in a mirror (Suddendorf et al., 2007). A real-life example is that it can be hard for a young child to connect a picture of an elephant on a screen with the real elephant that they see at the zoo.

The studies summarized here suggest that children under 5 years old may more easily transfer learning when using video chat compared to learning from television and streaming recorded videos. Social contingency via video chat may help engage young children’s interest and attention (Strouse et al., 2018), help focus their attention on relevant information (Nielsen et al., 2008), and help them remember new information they see on the screen (Krcmar, 2010; Kuhl, 2007). Because interactions on video chat can be tailored to the individual child (e.g., the person on screen calls them by name and refers to their toys, parents, and pets), this may cue children that what is happening on screen is relevant and meaningful to them personally and help them draw a connection between
what they see on the screen and their in-person experiences (Strouse et al., 2018; Troseth, 2003, see Figure 1). Together, these factors may reduce the difficulty of learning from screens for very young children.

The Context and The Child: Supporting Video Chats With Young Children

The latest research is also bringing to light the importance of context for video chats with babies and young children. Young children look to trusted people around them to make sense of many media experiences, including video chat. A parent or other co-viewer watching alongside a child can direct attention by looking and pointing at the screen; can provide cognitive support (e.g., ask questions, draw connections between on-screen and live events); and can provide social feedback (e.g., respond to the person on screen to model appropriate interaction; Strouse et al., 2013). In two different studies, 24- to 30-month-old children demonstrated greater responsiveness to the on-screen person and better learning from video chat when they had a responsive co-viewer watching alongside them during the video chat interaction (Myers et al., 2018; Strouse et al., 2018), even though the co-viewer only modeled responsiveness and did not provide direct explanations. In some studies, when an adult was not present to facilitate children’s video chat experience with the person on the screen, young children learned no more from video chat than from a video recording (Strouse et al., 2018; Troseth et al., 2018; Tsuji et al., 2020). Therefore, co-viewers are important for supporting young learners to engage with video chat partners.

Especially for young children, establishing social relationships is of primary importance to promote both social–emotional development and learning. Parental support may also play a key role in helping babies establish social relationships over video chat. In fact, the ability of sensitive adults to center video chat interactions around the child’s responses and interests is one of the key differences between video chat and other media. In addition to bridging the gap between screens and real life, adults can describe technical difficulties to the child when video chatting. The caregivers’ abilities to explain and playfully respond to those challenges during interactions with young children can help create and maintain an interactive video chat. For example, unexpected disconnections can be reframed as a game of peek-a-boo by playfully asking, “Where did Nana go?” when the video feed disconnects, and exclaiming “There she is!” when the video chat resumes (McClure & Barr, 2017).

Caregivers can also encourage effective video chats with infants and toddlers by orienting their child to the contents of the screen at the start of the video chat to make sure that they are checked in. Taking a moment to support a simple greeting between the child and screen partner could help children to adjust to the new interaction. In one study, babies whose mothers (on screen) spent longer orienting to them at the start of a video chat, prior to playing peek-a-boo, smiled more often than babies whose mothers spent less time doing this (McClure et al., 2020). After a brief greeting and orientation, babies delight in games like peek-a-boo that demonstrate the contingency of the interaction (Miller & Commons, 2010; Parrot & Gleitman, 1989; Roggman, 1991). Caregiver sensitivity during interactions appears to play an important role in eliciting positive responses from young children, whether they interact in person or via video chat (McClure et al., 2018, 2020).

Reading a book, sharing a snack, playing with toys, doing a scavenger hunt, and singing songs are also highly engaging activities during video chat (McClure & Barr, 2017; Myers & Mckenney, 2019). Particularly when the child is under 5 years old, the presence of a caregiver on each side of the screen helps to draw in and redirect the child’s attention if needed (McClure & Barr, 2017; Myers et al., 2018, 2019; Strouse et al., 2018; Troseth et al., 2018).

In addition to participating in adult-initiated games, video chatting is an easy way for a child to share their own interests across the screen. For example, in an in-home study by McClure and colleagues (McClure & Barr, 2017; McClure et al., 2018), toddlers were observed initiating activities including: feeding their snacks (virtually) to their grandparents through the screen, showing their grandparents toys, and playing tag and hide-and-seek through the screen.

Navigating traditionally physical activities through a screen can be challenging for toddlers, yet young children are curious explorers who discover creative ways to play and
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**Figure 1. A Toddler Attempts to Show His Toy Space Shuttle to His Grandparent.**

Adapted figure reprinted with permission from McClure & Barr, 2017, Springer Nature.
give affection via video chat. For example, McClure and Barr (2017) observed an 18-month-old sharing her raisins with her grandfather in a video chat, and he pretended to eat them (see Figure 2). Sharing snacks was a common activity initiated by toddlers during these home observations. The child repeatedly went around the tablet to share her raisins from the other side of the screen as well. Then she would return to the screen and watch her grandfather mime “eating” the raisin. It’s not clear whether the toddler was engaging in pretend play, or whether she thought that going to the other side of the screen made the raisins “really” go through to her grandfather. Her mother, apparently sensing the toddler’s confusion, asked the girl, “Remember, where’s Pop Pop living?” The little girl pointed at the screen and said twice, emphatically, “Right there.” While very young children are still figuring out what is going on during video chat, they can initiate highly meaningful activities like this one. With the support of their caregivers, they can even participate in physically interactive games (e.g. “This little piggy”) and send virtual kisses through the screen (McClure & Barr, 2017).

Flexibility when video chatting with young children is key. In a naturalistic study (McClure et al., 2018), families with children between 6 and 24 months old spent an average of 20 minutes in a single video chat session. The toddlers were fully attentive (looking directly at the grandparent on the screen) for 40% of a 20-minute video chat, which did not vary across the different devices families used (McClure et al., 2018). Many toddlers enjoyed running around during the video chats, playing with their toys, playing tag with the grandparents, and bringing the phone or tablet to other areas of the house to show the grandparents different things. In this sense, it is important to be flexible with what engagement may look like for children at different ages, as it can sometimes involve a lot of movement, rather than still attentiveness or looking directly at the screen.

In fact, children from 9 to 24 months old are still developing joint visual attention (JVA) skills, or the ability to share attention with others (McClure et al., 2018). Sharing visual attention is important for both language development and social development more broadly. For younger babies, sharing attention across the screen while video chatting may be difficult because their JVA skills are not as strong and are challenged by the misalignment caused by screen cameras (McClure et al., 2018). This challenge is further complicated if the person video chatting calls attention to something in the baby’s environment located behind the child, as children only begin to understand JVA to objects located behind them at around 18 months old (McClure et al., 2018). Parents and grandparents can help babies overcome these challenges by telling toddlers when they cannot see what the child is showing them through the screen, and supporting toddlers to adjust the position of items they want to share so that everyone can engage with the objects together (see Figure 3a). Parents can also act as translators, telling grandparents what toddlers are displaying (see Figure 3a) or are pointing to on the screen (see Figure 3b).
Even with a supportive co-viewer, however, there may be limits to what very young children can understand and learn from video chat. Cues such as physical touch and being able to share attention to objects and events in the same physical environment are valuable when young children are developing social relationships (Leclere et al., 2014). These also matter for learning: In one study, an adult co-viewer helped 2- to 3-year-old children link information between video chat and in-person events, but the youngest 2-year-olds were more likely to learn challenging information (e.g., the names of new objects) from a partner who was in the room with them, compared to a video chat partner, even in this very supportive context (Myers et al., 2019). Infants and toddlers do detect differences between video chat and live interactions (Gusella et al., 1988), and through a screen there are fewer cues available to learn from than in real life (McClure & Barr, 2017). Therefore, in-person interactions with remote family, or mixing video chat with in-person visits, continues to be ideal when it is possible and safe for families to do so (see Box 1).

Video Chat Considerations During and Beyond COVID-19

Elder’s (1974) research on children from the Great Depression showed that difficult experiences during childhood can affect development over the lifespan. Yet the impact of such experiences depends on how individuals cope and adapt. There has been a significant increase in the use of digital media and video chat by young children during the COVID-19 pandemic (Hartshorne et al., 2020; Smith, 2020), but many families were already using video chat with their babies and toddlers. Families have video chatted to connect during prior periods of separation including travel for work, military deployment, illness, incarceration, and foster care. Five years ago, researchers reported that in communities with high levels of work relocation, as many as one third of children under 2 years old used video chat at least once per week (McClure et al., 2015; Tarasuik & Kaufman, 2017). For many of these families, video chat experiences were an exception to their screen time or media rules (Ames et al., 2010; McClure et al., 2015; Rideout, 2017). A societal problem apparent during the pandemic is the quickly widening gap in availability of technology (Winslow, 2019). Inequities in digital access in terms of broadband, hardware, and technological skills (van Deuerson & van Dijk, 2018; Winslow, 2019) may drive disparities in the ability to connect.

With social distancing practices, parents and children may find themselves physically separated from family members with whom they previously had a close relationship. The grandparenting relationship benefits the entire family, as grandparents and great-grandparents can provide warm emotional support and attention that helps babies feel secure and promotes early development (Dunifon, 2013). Strong family ties are critical for healthy child development (National Research Council & Institute of Medicine, 2000), yet grandparenting relationships in particular have been severely constrained (Parker-Pope, 2020).

As the most vulnerable age group (65 years and older) and their families follow recommendations to limit in-person interactions due to their high risk of death from COVID-19 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020), older people are experiencing high levels of social isolation (Santini et al., 2020). However, technology provides a unique opportunity for families to remain connected despite being physically separated. Video chat may help grandparents and great-grandparents maintain fundamental familial relationships (National Health Service, 2020; Werber, 2020). Connecting through video chat may serve as a lifeline for all seniors, but may be particularly beneficial to those in communities impacted the most by the pandemic, including residential facilities for aging populations.

Another group using video chat to overcome COVID-19 pandemic isolation is families separated due to foster care. For children in the foster system, supervised visits typically occur in person. During the pandemic, video chat has replaced in-person visits to maintain and support connections between birth parents and their children (Singer & Brodinsky, 2020). Although in-person visits are best for parent–child interactions, there is evidence that when babies and toddlers do not have physical access to their parents, they are more comforted when they can interact with their parent on video chat than when they can only hear their parent on a telephone (Tarasuik et al., 2011, 2013). Supervised video chat visits are not without complications, due to unstable Internet connections and privacy concerns (Barr, 2020). As described in the prior section, research has demonstrated that very young children need to be supported by adults on both sides of the screen (McClure & Barr, 2017; Strouse et al., 2018), meaning that the foster or

**Box 1. Tips for Video Chats With Young Children**

The following tips can support video chats with young children:

1. **Be sensitive**: Take a moment to connect before starting high-energy activities, and just tune in to the child. Consider using the same greeting at the beginning of each video chat.

2. **Be playful**: Use highly interactive, playful activities, even during technical challenges. Consider games like peek-a-boo, imitation games, scavenger hunts, sharing snacks and meals, and reading books together.

3. **Be flexible**: Center the video chat on the child, allowing the little one to do what comes naturally and following the child’s interests. Encourage the child to bring objects to share with the person on-screen and follow the child’s pointing toward something on the partner’s side of the screen. It is very common for infants and toddlers to want to move around the room during video chat.

4. **Be present**: Although a toddler may be able to manipulate a phone or tablet on their own, having a supportive adult nearby will enhance their ability to learn and communicate via video chat.

5. **Be proactive**: Consider including children of all ages, beginning with newborns. Babies develop quickly and video chat can be a window for relatives to see these changes.
meaningful video chat visits for these families. Beyond the pan-
caregivers and children’s parents to maintain effective and
Initiative have been adapting quickly to assist both in-person
for young children should be shorter and more frequent than
in person (Brito et al., 2012), which suggests that video chats
video chats are much shorter than typical supervised visits
(McClure & Barr, 2017). Also, young children forget informa-
tion learned via media more quickly than information learned
in person (Brito et al., 2012), which suggests that video chats
for young children should be shorter and more frequent than
in-person supervised visits. In response to this emerging data,
family court judges as well as organizations such as ZERO TO
Safe Babies Court Teams and the Quality Parenting
 Initiative have been adapting quickly to assist both in-person
caregivers and children’s parents to maintain effective and
meaningful video chat visits for these families. Beyond the pan-
demic, it may be possible to increase visitation by combining
in-person and video chat interactions. Specialized evaluation of
the frequency, length, and quality of video chats, and the role
of the quality of the birth parent/resource parent relationship
and later child outcomes is needed.

As of August 2020, an estimated 26% of U.S. school districts
planned to start the school year fully remotely, with 12%
starting in a hybrid format (Gross et al., 2020). Educators and
early childhood education providers around the country are
rapidly adapting to meet young children’s learning needs in
remote and blended formats. A growing body of research
shows that very young children can engage meaningfully and
even learn via video chat when it is used in warm, sensitive,
and developmentally appropriate ways (see Box 1 and Screen
Sense tools https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/series/
screen-sense). Yet the increased use of video chat with young
children for educational purposes during the pandemic
raises important questions. How will individual educators
support multiple children simultaneously over video chat?
What balance of online/offline learning is optimal for young
children under these conditions? How can parents scaffold
online learning with very young children while also working
from home themselves? How can digital or blended learning
actively mitigate inequities in support of children from families
of low socioeconomic status, children of color, multilingual
learners, and children with disabilities? Furthermore, while
video chat represents one powerful mechanism for coping
with restrictions on attending school in person, it is not yet
clear how much is too much and what “balance” is optimal
during these sub-optimal circumstances (Kelly, 2020). While
much is known, research is needed to examine how to improve
access to broadband and to reduce other technology barriers
to strengthen educational opportunities during COVID-19
and beyond.

This is a unique time in history when families are separated in
an effort to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Safe, in-person
interaction is ideal for young children because it allows for
physical affection and shared hands-on play, but video chat
contact is likely to be important for sustaining young families
through this challenging time and for reducing loneliness and
isolation in grandparents (Armitage & Nellums, 2020). Video
chat technology has advanced to the point where even young
children can use it to participate in meaningful interactions
and relationships with their remote relatives. Video chat allows
adults and young children to engage in the warm, sensitive
interactions that are so important to children’s development,
and to play and share meaningful moments in their lives. The
end of the pandemic will not mean the end of family members
being separated by geography, employment, incarceration,
divorce, foster care, or deployment. These circumstances
provide a clear call for researchers to better understand how
technology can support family closeness across the miles, and
for society to provide more equal access to this technology.
Although research in this area is ongoing, the evidence points
to simple ways that adults can support video chat interactions:
By being sensitive, playful, flexible, present, focused, and
proactive, families can cope with challenging separations and
find new ways to connect with their little ones at a distance.
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The first days, weeks, and months are critical for a baby’s development, but they can be overwhelming for new parents—and challenging for professionals who work with families of newborns.

This valuable handbook provides professionals with innovative teaching techniques that can be applied immediately in work supporting the development of positive parenting skills. Features additional information parent educators can use to support the newest parents in their programs. Topics include:
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